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OBITUARY: TONY WILLIAMS 1945-1997  
 
by John Clare* 
________________________________________________________ 
 
[This obituary appeared in the Apr/May, 1997 edition of JazzChord] 
 

he American drummer and composer Tony Williams was born in Chicago 
 on December 12, 1945. He died in New York on February 23, 1997 (not 
February 25 as reported in the last JazzChord) of a heart attack after 

emergency gall bladder surgery two days before. 
 

 
 
Tony Williams: he was all of 17 when he joined Miles Davis… PHOTO COURTESY 
PINTEREST 

 
For more than a decade, beginning in the early 1960s, he gave us drumming that was 
as consistently creative, exciting and accomplished - and as crucial to the music of its 
time - as any in the history of jazz. His projects since then have been intermittently 
interesting (a jazz career curve that only Ellington, Coltrane, Davis, Jarrett, Guiffre 
and one or two others have managed to transcend) but he remained until February 
this year one of the very great living drummers, more than capable of rising to 
whatever opportunity presented itself. His death at 51, due to a heart attack following 
an operation, was a major tragedy. 
________________________________________________________ 
 
* When this was written in 1997 John Clare had published the book  Bodgie Dada & 
the Cult of Cool, and was writing  CD reviews for the Sydney Morning Herald and 
the magazine Rhythms. 
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Williams was born in Chicago but grew up in Boston, where he played, notably, with 
Sam Rivers before leaving for New York In 1962. His great contribution is generally 
seen to have begun in 1963 when he joined Miles Davis, but he had already emerged 
as a brilliant new voice with Jackie McLean’s band. Furthermore, he continued to 
record separate projects with Miles’s band plus Freddie Hubbard (notably Maiden 
Voyage), advanced hard bop (notably Una Mas with Kenny Dorham and Joe 
Henderson) and a range of brilliant albums at the more avant-garde end of the Blue 
Note repertoire (notably Out To Lunch with Eric Dolphy, Andrew Hill’s Point Of 
Departure, Grachan Moncur III’s Evolutions and Some Other Stuff! and his own 
Spring), all during the period he was with Miles Davis. 
 

 
 
Williams played on the Una Mas album (above) with Kenny Dorham and Joe 
Henderson (pictured below)… PHOTO CREDIT BELOW FRANCIS WOLFF 
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The Miles Davis Quintet in Amsterdam, 1964, L-R, Wayne Shorter (tenor 
saxophone), Herbie Hancock (piano), Davis (in background), Ron Carter (bass), 
Tony Williams (drums): the highest point jazz has reached… PHOTO COURTESY 
PINTEREST 
 
Williams was all of 17 when he joined Davis. Along with his great natural abilities, he 
had the right interests to make his mark in the emerging decade. He loved rock and 
roll like any other teenager (Davis was bemused when his young rhythm section 
suggested they appear with The Beatles), he was well versed in the history of jazz 
drumming, and he was enthusiastic about that diverse area of music which was, 
understandably, given a number of confusing labels: free jazz, the new thing, the 
avant-garde etc (its diversity can be guaged simply by looking at the striking 
dissimilarities of its major drummers - Williams, Elvin Jones, Rashied Ali, Ed 
Blackwell, etc). 
 
All of these elements were absorbed in the remarkable Davis band (Williams, Wayne 
Shorter, Herbie Hancock and Ron Carter) which John Scofield recently described as 
the highest point jazz has reached. While Davis railed against the avant-garde, he 
also complained that his young rhythm section did all those avant-garde things 
behind saxophonist George Coleman (Shorter’s predecessor) but played “straight” 
under Davis himself. This was soon rectified, and one of the features of the band was 
its use of metric modulations (one metre held against another until the two 
coincided: a fascinating wave-like effect) and its ability to move in and out of 
passages of what would undoubtedly be called free jazz if they were heard in 
isolation. It was a decade of high musical ambition and high emotion. Much jazz and 
rock was charged with a heightened feeling - blended perhaps of romanticism, sexual 
energy, anti-war anger and spiritual yearning - that often shattered existing forms. At 
the same time there was another rigorous and even severe stream that pushed at the 
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boundaries rather more consciously. To a degree, both came together in Davis’s 
band, and Williams was perhaps the best-equipped drummer for this focal point. 
 
Like all great jazz drummers, Williams had his own unique way of playing straight 
swing. He sometimes set up a barely inflected ticking high up on the cymbal, which 
moved forward and back on the beat in waves, as if things were regularly speeding 
up. Soloists seemed to barely touch the ground over this: and in their wake, as it 
were, he created whisks and flares that were like dust devils marking their passage. 
Sometimes he beat and smashed suddenly like a madman, well forward on the beat, 
when Davis played. Davis always stayed right where he was, leaving his chromatic 
climbs and tense screams hanging in the air over Williams’s explosions. The tension 
was phenomenally exciting. The Sorcerer has some of the best examples of this. 
Compare the feline quality of these devastating strikes with the swamping, 
continuous barrage of Elvin Jones. 
 

 
 
Above all, Williams was a compositional and textural drummer who went far beyond 
fills and punctuations. Particularly in his more avant-garde appearances, he would 
set up complex ostinati that could be broken off at any point. These contributed 
independent lines with vivid lives of their own, yet did not curb or distract the soloist. 
Also in his armoury were funny rapid “traddie” cut-time patterns - tsscha tsscha – 
tense marches and rolls, swift light whisks around the kit, silences, and unexpected 
dead thuds on the bass drum.  
 
There is a remarkable flowering on Eric Dolphy’s 1964 Out To Lunch, one of the most 
complete albums in jazz. Take particular notice of the track Straight Up and Down. 
Although the theme has a gleeful swing, much of the improvisation abandons pulsing  
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rhythm in favour of a dialogue between drums, bass and vibraphone that progresses 
in a series of impulses - a complex of movements like water agitated by rain and wind 
gusts. Halfway through Dolphy’s alto solo, however, a powerful swing emerges like a 
pressure wave. Everyone is on it instantly. This release is a great compositional 
moment, albeit a spontaneous one. All of these musicians had made music that 
swung like mad continuously. Here they used their ability to swing as just one of 
many elements in a multi-levelled creation. 
 

 
 
Tony Williams (right) pictured here with Max Roach… PHOTO COURTESY PINTEREST 
 
I can think of only one other drummer who might have been somewhere near as 
effective as Tony Williams here: Joe Chambers. But that is another story. Possibly 
there is no other drummer who could have contributed so much in this area and then 
gone on to play the simple floating rock of Miles’s lovely In A Silent Way and then 
delivered the authentic rock power of his Tony Williams Lifetime project. He gave us 
some very special chapters in 20th Century music. 
 


